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Star Wars: Shadow of the Sith Adam Christopher 2022-06-28 Luke Skywalker and Lando Calrissian return
in this essential novel set between Return of the Jedi and The Force Awakens. The Empire is dead. Nearly
two decades after the Battle of Endor, the tattered remnants of Palpatine’s forces have fled to the farthest
reaches of the galaxy. But for the heroes of the New Republic, danger and loss are ever-present
companions, even in this newly forged era of peace. Jedi Master Luke Skywalker is haunted by visions of
the dark side, foretelling an ominous secret growing somewhere in the depths of space, on a dead world
called Exegol. The disturbance in the Force is undeniable . . . and Luke’s worst fears are confirmed when
his old friend Lando Calrissian comes to him with reports of a new Sith menace. After Lando’s daughter
was stolen from his arms, he searched the stars for any trace of his lost child. But every new rumor leads
only to dead ends and fading hopes—until he crosses paths with Ochi of Bestoon, a Sith assassin tasked
with kidnapping a young girl. Ochi’s true motives remain shrouded to Luke and Lando. For on a junkyard
moon, a mysterious envoy of the Sith Eternal has bequeathed a sacred blade to the assassin, promising that
it will answer the questions that have haunted him since the Empire fell. In exchange, he must complete a
final mission: Return to Exegol with the key to the Sith’s glorious rebirth—Rey, the granddaughter of Darth
Sidious himself. As Ochi hunts Rey and her parents to the edge of the galaxy, Luke and Lando race into the
mystery of the Sith’s lingering shadow and aid a young family running for their lives.
The Unifying Force James Luceno 2003 The last original mass-market paperback and the penultimate book
in the bestselling Star Wars: The New Jedi Order series! At last we learn more of the history of the Yuuzhan
Vong invaders--where they come from and why they are out to conquer the galaxy far, far away. And the
scene is set up for the final, exciting climax of the series, this November's hardcover STAR WARS: THE
NEW JEDI ORDER: THE UNIFYING FORCE!
Millennium Falcon: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2009-03-31 Two years have passed since Jacen
Solo, seduced by the dark side and reanointed as the brutal Sith Lord Darth Caedus, died at the hands of
his twin sister, Jaina, Sword of the Jedi. For a grieving Han and Leia, the shadow of their son’s tragic
downfall still looms large. But Jacen’s own bright and loving daughter, Allana, offers a ray of hope for the
future as she thrives in her grandparents’ care. And when the eager, inquisitive girl, in whom the Force
grows ever stronger, makes a curious discovery aboard her grandfather’s beloved spacecraft–the muchoverhauled but ever-dependable Millennium Falcon–the Solo family finds itself at a new turning point,
about to set out on an odyssey into uncertain territory, untold adventure, and unexpected rewards. To Han,
who knows every bolt, weld, and sensor of the Falcon as if they were parts of himself, the strange device
Allana shows him is utterly alien. But its confounding presence–and Allana’s infectious desire to unravel its
mystery–are impossible to dismiss. The only answer lies in backtracking into the past on a fact-finding
expedition to retrace the people, places, and events in the checkered history of the vessel that’s done
everything from making the Kessel Run “in less than twelve parsecs” to helping topple an evil empire. From
the moment the Falcon broke loose from a Corellian assembly line like an untamed creature with a will of
its own, it seemed destined to seek out trouble. It wasn’t long before the feisty YT-1300 freighter went from
shuttling cargo to smuggling contraband. But it‘s a fateful rendezvous on Coruscant, at the explosive height
of the Republic/Separatist uprising, that launches a galaxywide cat-and-mouse game whose newest players
are Han, Leia, Allana, and C-3PO. And they’ re not alone: Crime lords, galactic pirates, rogue politicians,
and fortune hunters alike loom at every turn of the quest–each with his or her own desperate stake in the
Millennium Falcon’s most momentous mission. Through the years and across the stars, from the Rim worlds
to unknown points beyond, the race will lead them all to a final standoff for a prize some will risk
everything to find–and pay any cost to possess. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a
primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular
Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
A Fearful Symmetry James Luceno 1989 The President of the United States adds uncertainty to an
already unstable future world when he announces to his staff that he was kidnapped by aliens, and seeks
counsel from a South American shaman
Annihilation Drew Karpyshyn 2013 As Darth Karrid, commander of the Imperial battle cruiser Ascendant
Spear, continues her efforts to spread Sith domination in the galaxy, Theron Shan joins with smuggler
Teff'ith and Jedi warrior Gnost-Dural for a dangerous mission to end Ascendant Spear's reign of terror.
Tarkin: Star Wars James Luceno 2015-06-30 Tells the complete tale of Grand Moff Tarkin, who guides the
creation of the Death Star and paves the way for the Empire's supremacy--and whom even the dreaded
Darth Vader obeys.
Star wars. Darth Plagueis [sound recording]. James Luceno
Star Wars James Luceno 2008 Anakin Skywalker searches for the evil Darth Sidious, struggles with his
duty as a Jedi Knight and role as the secret husband of Senator Padme Amidala, and strives to eliminate all
resistance to the Empire in his new role as Darth Vader.
Rise and Fall of Darth Vader Ryder Windham 2010-05 Based on all six of the Star Wars movies, tells the
story of Anakin Skywalker from his birth in slavery to his death as the powerful Darth Vader. Reprint.
Darth Maul Michael Reaves 2001 In the prequel to Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, Darth Sidious
discovers that one of his Neimoidian allies has betrayed him and sends his apprentice, Darth Maul, to kill
him, and the fate of the Republic lies in the hands of Darsha Assant, a young Jedi Padawan, and Lorn Pavan,
an opportunistic information broker. Reprint.
The Unifying Force James Luceno 2004 Luke, Mara, and Jacen fight a losing battle against the Yuuzhan
Vong and vanish into unknown space, while the resistance prepares for an ultimate showdown.
Star Wars James Luceno 2005 Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker embark on a mission to uncover the
wearabouts of the evil Sith Lord, Darth Sidious, only to become trapped in a labyrinthine web of lies,
betrayal, and intrigue.
Dark Lord: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 Throughout the galaxy, it was believed that Jedi
Knight Anakin Skywalker–the Chosen One–had died on Coruscant during the siege of the Jedi Temple. And,
to some extent, that was true. Anakin was dead. From the site of Anakin Skywalker’s last stand–on the
molten surface of the planet Mustafar, where he sought to destroy his friend and former master, Obi-Wan
Kenobi–a fearsome specter in black has risen. Once the most powerful Knight ever known to the Jedi Order,
he is now a disciple of the dark side, a lord of the dreaded Sith, and the avenging right hand of the galaxy’s
ruthless new Emperor. Seduced, deranged, and destroyed by the machinations of the Dark Lord Sidious,
Anakin Skywalker is dead . . . and Darth Vader lives. Word of the events that created him–the Jedi Council’s
failed mutiny against Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, the self-crowned Emperor’s retaliatory command to
exterminate the Jedi Order, and Anakin’s massacre of his comrades and Masters in the Jedi Temple–has yet
to reach all quarters. On the Outer Rim world of Murkhana, Jedi Masters Roan Shryne and Bol Chatak and
Padawan Olee Starstone are leading a charge on a Separatist stronghold, unaware that the tide, red with
Jedi blood, has turned suddenly against them. When the three narrowly elude execution–and become the
desperate prey in a hunt across space–it’s neither clone soldiers, nor the newly deployed stormtroopers, nor
even the wrath of the power-hungry Emperor himself they must fear most. The deadliest threat rests in the
hideously swift and lethal crimson lightsaber of Darth Vader–behind whose brooding mask lies a shattered
heart, a poisoned soul, and a cunning, twisted mind hell-bent on vengeance. For the handful of scattered
Jedi, survival is imperative if the light side of the Force is to be protected and the galaxy somehow,
someday reclaimed. Yet more important still is the well-being of the twin infants, Leia and Luke Skywalker,
the children of Anakin and his doomed bride, Padmé Amidala. Separated after Padmé’s death, they must be
made safe at all costs, lest the hope they represent for the future be turned to horror by the new Sith
regime–and the unspeakable power of the dark side. Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the
most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Darth Plagueis: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2022-04-05 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * This
essential Star Wars Legends novel chronicles the tragedy of Darth Plagueis the Wise, and the origins of the
saga's most enduring evil--the malevolent Sith master Palpatine. "The best Star Wars publication to date . . .
[James] Luceno takes Darth Plagueis down the dark path and never looks back."--Newsday Darth Plagueis:
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one of the most brilliant Sith Lords who ever lived. Possessing power is all he desires; losing it is the only
thing he fears. As an apprentice, he embraces the ruthless ways of the Sith. When the time is right, he
destroys his Master--and vows never to suffer the same fate. For like no other disciple of the dark side,
Darth Plagueis learns to command the ultimate power . . . over life and death. Darth Sidious: Plagueis's
chosen apprentice. Under the guidance of his Master, he secretly studies the ways of the Sith while publicly
rising to power in the galactic government, first as Senator, then as Chancellor, and eventually as Emperor.
Darth Plagueis and Darth Sidious, Master and acolyte, target the galaxy for domination--and the Jedi Order
for annihilation. But can they defy the merciless Sith tradition? Or will the desire of one to rule supreme,
and the dream of the other to live forever, sow the seeds of their destruction? "Luceno draws on his
storytelling skill and prodigious knowledge of the [Star Wars] world . . . to craft a complex tale of ambition
and desire."--Library Journal
The Dark Lord Trilogy: Star Wars Legends James Luceno 2011-06-28 For the first time in one thrilling
volume, three novels–Labyrinth of Evil, Revenge of the Sith, and Dark Lord: The Rise of Darth Vader–that
follow an epic chain of events: the last days of the Republic, the creation of the Empire, and the ultimate
transformation of Jedi Anakin Skywalker into the notorious Darth Vader. On the planet Neimoidia, Jedi
Knights Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker seize an unexpected prize: intelligence capable of leading
the Republic forces to the ever-elusive Darth Sidious, who is ruthlessly orchestrating a campaign to divide
and overwhelm the Jedi forces. As combat escalates across the galaxy, and Darth Sidious remains one step
ahead of his pursuers, the stage is set for an explosive endgame. Tormented by unspeakable visions, Anakin
edges closer to the brink of a galaxy-shaping decision, while Darth Sidious plots to strike the final
staggering blow against the Republic–and to ordain a fearsome new Sith Lord: Darth Vader. Once the most
powerful Knight ever known to the Jedi Order, Anakin becomes Darth Vader, a disciple of the dark side, a
lord of the dreaded Sith, and the avenging right hand of the galaxy’s ruthless new Emperor. As a few
surviving Jedi lead a charge on a Separatist stronghold, the deadliest threat still rests in the swift and lethal
crimson lightsaber of Darth Vader–behind whose brooding mask lies a shattered heart, a poisoned soul, and
a cunning, twisted mind hell-bent on vengeance. For the handful of scattered Jedi hunted across space,
survival is imperative if the light side of the Force is to be protected and the galaxy reclaimed. LABYRINTH
OF EVIL by James Luceno REVENGE OF THE SITH by Matthew Stover, based on the story and screenplay
by George Lucas DARK LORD The Rise of Darth Vader by James Luceno Features a bonus section following
the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: Darth Bane - Rule of Two Drew Karpyshyn 2012-10-31 In this essential Star Wars Legends novel,
the second in the Darth Bane trilogy, the fearsome Sith lord takes on a deadly new apprentice. Darth Bane's
twisted genius made him a natural leader among the Sith-until his radical embrace of an all-but-forgotten
wisdom drove him to destroy his own order . . . and create it anew from the ashes. As the last surviving
Sith, Darth Bane promulgated a harsh new directive: the Rule of Two. Two there should be; no more, no
less. One to embody the power, the other to crave it. Now Darth Bane is ready to put his policy into action
and thinks he has found the key element that will make his triumph complete: a student to train in the ways
of the dark side. Though she is young, Zannah possesses an instinctive link to the dark side that rivals his
own. With his guidance, she will become essential in his quest to destroy the Jedi and dominate the galaxy.
Star Wars James Luceno 2014 Tells the complete tale of Grand Moff Tarkin, who guides the creation of the
Death Star and paves the way for the Empire's supremacy--and whom even the dreaded Darth Vader obeys.
New Dawn Christopher Lapides 2020-09-26 In war, no one is safe. War has come to Thornstone, Tarkin’s
Point, and Thoriddon, throwing all three nations into chaos. Led by the demon lord Vagborar, the legions of
orcs are bent on nothing less than the total annihilation of both human and dwarf. With their demonic
allies, they just might succeed. But not without a fight. As Serena tries to find answers and a path to
victory, Orin and Brom fight with both sword and spell to turn back the tide of darkness. Beside them are a
kingdom of dwarves and a city of humans, but even they may not be enough to beat back such a force. If
they hope to survive, they need to come together, but with each nation under siege, uniting as one is easier
said than done. When one of them is freed from battle, hope is rekindled, but prejudices rise to the surface,
threatening everything. If any of them hope to survive, past actions and old hatreds must be forgotten.
Hard decisions and painful sacrifices must be made. And pride and egotism must be set aside for the
greater good. If not, a new age of evil will dawn upon the world.
Darth Bane: Star Wars Legends 3-Book Bundle Drew Karpyshyn 2012-11-05 Set a thousand years before
the events of Star Wars: A New Hope, Drew Karpyshyn’s electrifying Darth Bane novels take us deep into
the dark side. This action-packed series follows the transformation of a lost young man who becomes a
legendary Sith Lord, able to wield the awesome power of the Force as never before. Packed with nonstop
thrills, the entire Darth Bane trilogy is now available as an eBook bundle featuring PATH OF
DESTRUCTION RULE OF TWO DYNASTY OF EVIL After a high-stakes card game ends violently, Dessel, a
lowly miner, vanishes into the ranks of the Sith army and ships out to join the war against the Republic and
its Jedi champions. There, Dessel’s brutality, cunning, and exceptional command of the Force swiftly win
him renown as a warrior. But in the eyes of his watchful masters, a far greater destiny awaits him . . . if he
can prove himself worthy. As an acolyte in the Sith Academy, studying at the feet of its greatest masters,
Dessel embraces his new identity: Bane. However, in order to gain full acceptance into this chilling
Brotherhood, he must surrender completely to the dark side. Only by defying the most sacred traditions of
the Sith can Bane hope to triumph—and forge from the ashes a new era of absolute power.
Everything You Need to Know about Darth Plagueis Stuart Carapola 2017-11-29 Darth Plagueis The
Wise has become one of the most infamous and interesting characters in Star Wars despite never appearing
on screen. He was directly responsible for just about everything that happened over the course of the Star
Wars movies, and unbeknownst to many, was even alive for most of Episode I.Darth Plagueis was a bit of a
recluse, especially in his later years, so not much is known about him beyond the secondhand accounts of
his former apprentice Palpatine. This book will dispel much of the mystery surrounding the famous Sith
Lord by exploring his history, his relationship with the Emperor, and how the ripple effects of his actions
are still being felt in the Star Wars universe today.
Catalyst James Luceno 2016-11-15 Lauded Star Wars author James Luceno returns to pen an intense tale
of ambition and betrayal that sets the stage for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. War is tearing the galaxy
apart. For years the Republic and the Separatists have battled across the stars, each building more and
more deadly technology in an attempt to win the war. As a member of Chancellor Palpatine's top secret
Death Star project, Orson Krennic is determined to develop a superweapon before their enemies can. And
an old friend of Krennic's, the brilliant scientist Galen Erso, could be the key. Galen's energy-focused
research has captured the attention of both Krennic and his foes, making the scientist a crucial pawn in the
galactic conflict. But after Krennic rescues Galen, his wife, Lyra, and their young daughter, Jyn, from
Separatist kidnappers, the Erso family is deeply in Krennic's debt. Krennic then offers Galen an
extraordinary opportunity: to continue his scientific studies with every resource put utterly at his disposal.
While Galen and Lyra believe that his energy research will be used purely in altruistic ways, Krennic has
other plans that will finally make the Death Star a reality. Trapped in their benefactor's tightening grasp,
the Ersos must untangle Krennic's web of deception to save themselves and the galaxy itself.
Lockdown: Star Wars Legends (Maul) Joe Schreiber 2014-01-28 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Set
before the events of Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace, this new novel is a thrilling follow-up to
Star Wars: Darth Plagueis. It's kill or be killed in the space penitentiary that houses the galaxy’s worst
criminals, where convicts face off in gladiatorial combat while an underworld gambling empire reaps the
profits of the illicit blood sport. But the newest contender in this savage arena, as demonic to behold as he
is deadly to challenge, is fighting for more than just survival. His do-or-die mission, for the dark masters he
serves, is to capture the ultimate weapon: an object that will enable the Sith to conquer the galaxy. Sith
lords Darth Plagueis and Darth Sidious are determined to possess the prize. And one of the power-hungry
duo has his own treacherous plans for it. But first, their fearsome apprentice must take on a bloodthirsty
prison warden, a cannibal gang, cutthroat crime lord Jabba the Hutt, and an unspeakable alien horror. No
one else could brave such a gauntlet of death and live. But no one else is the dreaded dark-side disciple
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known as Darth Maul. Praise for Lockdown “Schreiber . . . was a great choice for this novel, imbuing the
story with a dark, foreboding tone while never quite stepping into the horror territories that Death
Troopers and Red Harvest took us.”—Jedi News “Fans of the dark side should rejoice. Lockdown delivers a
can’t-put-this-down tale of scum and villainy.”—Club Jade “[Lockdown is] an action-packed ride that spins
one entertaining chapter after another. The multiple layers of story keeps readers guessing what will
happen next and just who will live and who will die. . . . It certainly adds to the character of Darth Maul
while matching [Darth] Plagueis’s complexity with sheer fun. . . . Five out of five metal bikinis.”—Roqoo
Depot “Somehow, Schreiber is able to skate the line between hard-hitting prison story and the adventure
and excitement I love from Star Wars in a way that doesn’t betray either genre. It’s really quite
masterful.”—Big Shiny Robot “Lockdown is an exciting, engaging read. . . . It actually lines up beautifully
for a sequel, which I, for one, would love to read.”—Coffee with Kenobi “The novel makes The Clone Wars
better. It also illuminates The Phantom Menace. I think it’s the hallmark of the best tie-in fiction to resonate
throughout other parts of the expanded universe in that way.”—Knights’ Archive “By the fiftieth page, I was
hooked. . . . Lockdown is a wonderful ‘antihero’ novel, where it’s just fine to root for the villain, because
there are even worse things out there. This book was so fun and entertaining. I’ll have to keep an eye out
for more Star Wars books from Schreiber.”—Seattle Geekly
Saboteur: Star Wars Legends (Darth Maul) (Short Story) James Luceno 2001-02-15 A dazzling new
short story featuring Darth Maul, merciless apprentice of evil . . . On the distant planet Dorvalla, precious
ore is mined by two competing companies: InterGalactic Ore and Lommite Limited. Neither rival suspects
that they are central to a sinister plot masterminded by Darth Sidious, Lord of the Sith, himself. Dispatched
by Sidious on his very first solo mission, Darth Maul infiltrates Lommite Limited. There, his unique gifts of
deception and subterfuge will set off an explosive chain of events that could destroy both companies,
leaving them ripe for takeover by the Trade Federation. But a vengeful Lommite Limited Manager with his
own thirst for retaliation against InterGal could blow Maul's cover--and all of Sidious's fiendishly layed
plans . . . BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Star Wars: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter.
Heir to the Empire: Star Wars Legends Timothy Zahn 2011-09-06 Here is a special 20th anniversary edition
of the #1 New York Times bestselling novel that reignited the entire Star Wars publishing
phenomenon—featuring an Introduction and annotations from award-winning author Timothy Zahn,
exclusive commentary from Lucasfilm and Del Rey Books, and a brand-new novella starring the everpopular Grand Admiral Thrawn. The biggest event in the history of Star Wars books, Heir to the Empire
follows the adventures of Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Princess Leia after they led the Rebel Alliance to
victory in Star Wars: Episode VI Return of the Jedi. Five years after the Death Star was destroyed and Darth
Vader and the Emperor were defeated, the galaxy is struggling to heal the wounds of war, Princess Leia
and Han Solo are married and expecting twins, and Luke Skywalker has become the first in a long-awaited
line of new Jedi Knights. But thousands of light-years away, the last of the Emperor’s warlords—the brilliant
and deadly Grand Admiral Thrawn—has taken command of the shattered Imperial fleet, readied it for war,
and pointed it at the fragile heart of the New Republic. For this dark warrior has made two vital discoveries
that could destroy everything the courageous men and women of the Rebel Alliance fought so hard to
create. The explosive confrontation that results is a towering epic of action, invention, mystery, and
spectacle on a galactic scale—in short, a story worthy of the name Star Wars. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen
excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Kenobi John Jackson Miller 2014-07-29 Exiled to Tatooine, Obi-Wan Kenobi works to hide his Jedi powers
and establish an alternate identity for himself as an eccentric hermit while protecting an infant Luke
Skywalker and aiding the residents of Tatooine.
Star Wars: Cloak Of Deception James Luceno 2012-10-31 In Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, Palpatine
tells Amidala that "the Chancellor has little real power . . . he is mired down by baseless accusations of
corruption. A manufactured scandal surrounds him." In this prequel novel, which takes place shortly before
the events of The Phantom Menace, Valorum struggles with his fall from power. As part of this struggle, he
has the Jedi Council send some Jedi Knights to a political hotspot, in the hopes of solving a problem and
reconsolidating his power.
Star Wars James Luceno 2012 Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side so well that he has
power over life and death, joins forces with his apprentice, one-day emperor Darth Sidious, to try to
dominate the whole galaxy. Reprint. Movie tie-in.
Star Wars: Brotherhood Mike Chen 2022-05-10 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Obi-Wan Kenobi and
Anakin Skywalker must stem the tide of the raging Clone Wars and forge a new bond as Jedi Knights in a
high-stakes adventure set just after the events of Star Wars: Attack of the Clones. The Clone Wars have
begun. Battle lines are being drawn throughout the galaxy. With every world that joins the Separatists, the
peace guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping through their fingers. After an explosion devastates Cato
Neimoidia, the jewel of the Trade Federation, the Republic is blamed and the fragile neutrality of the planet
is threatened. The Jedi dispatch Obi-Wan Kenobi, one of the Order’s most gifted diplomatic minds, to
investigate the crime and maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously shift. As Obi-Wan
investigates with the help of a heroic Neimoidian guard, he finds himself working against the Separatists
who hope to draw the planet into their conspiracy—and senses the sinister hand of Asajj Ventress in the
mists that cloak the planet. Amid the brewing chaos, Anakin Skywalker rises to the rank of Jedi Knight.
Despite the mandate that Obi-Wan travel alone—and his former master’s insistence that he listen this
time—Anakin’s headstrong determination means nothing can stop him from crashing the party, and
bringing along a promising but conflicted youngling. Once a Padawan to Obi-Wan, Anakin now finds himself
on equal—but uncertain—footing with the man who raised him. The lingering friction between them
increases the danger for everyone around them. The two knights must learn a new way to work
together—and they must learn quickly, to save Cato Neimoidia and its people from the fires of war. To
overcome the threat they face they must grow beyond master and apprentice. They must stand together as
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brothers.
Jedi Eclipse James Luceno 2000 While Princess Leia struggles to evacuate several planets in the wake of an
alien onslaught, Luke Skywalker tries to hold the Jedi Knights together. Original.
Star Wars. Darth Plagueis James Luceno 2014-11
The Rise of the Empire: Star Wars John Jackson Miller 2015-10-06 Witness the rise of the Empire with
these two thrilling Star Wars novels—plus exclusive short stories by Melissa Scott, John Jackson Miller, and
Jason Fry! TARKIN “Compelling . . . The villains of Star Wars are as much fun as the good guys.”—New
York Daily News Under Governor Wilhuff Tarkin’s guidance, an ultimate weapon of unparalleled
destruction—the so-called Death Star—moves ever closer to becoming a terrifying reality. Until then,
insurgency remains a genuine threat. Guerrilla attacks by an elusive band of freedom fighters must be
countered with swift and brutal action—a mission the Emperor entrusts to his most formidable agents:
Darth Vader, the fearsome new Sith enforcer, and Tarkin, whose tactical cunning and cold-blooded
efficiency will pave the way for the Empire’s supremacy—and its enemies’ extinction. A NEW DAWN
Foreword by Dave Filoni “A story with pacing and dialogue that feels like classic Star Wars.”—Nerdist Ever
since the Jedi were marked for death, Kanan Jarrus has devoted himself to staying alive rather than serving
the Force. So when he discovers a conflict brewing between Imperial forces and desperate revolutionaries,
he’s not about to get caught in the crossfire. Then the brutal death of a friend forces him to choose between
bowing down to fear or standing up to fight. But Jarrus won’t be fighting alone. Soon he is joined by Hera
Syndulla—a mysterious agent provocateur with motives of her own—in challenging the Empire for the sake
of a world and its people.
Star Wars: Darth Plagueis James Luceno 2012-01-31 Darth Plagueis: one of the most brilliant Sith Lords
who ever lived. Possessing power is all he desires. Losing it is the only thing he fears. As an apprentice, he
embraces the ruthless ways of the Sith. And when the time is right, he destroys his Master - but vows never
to suffer the same fate. For like no other disciple of the dark side, Darth Plagueis learns to command the
ultimate power...over life and death. Darth Sidious: Plagueis's chosen apprentice. Under the guidance of his
Master, he secretly studies the ways of the Sith, while publicly rising to power in the galactic government,
first as Senator, then as Chancellor, and eventually as Emperor. Darth Plagueis and Darth Sidious, Master
and acolyte, target the galaxy for domination - and the Jedi Order for annihilation. But can they defy the
merciless Sith tradition? Or will the desire of one to rule supreme, and the dream of another to live forever,
sow the seeds of their destruction?
Darth Plagueis James Luceno 2012-01-02 The Tragedy of Darth Plagueis the Wise: Once, not so long ago,
there was a great Sith Lord called Darth Plagueis. So powerful and wise was Darth Plagueis that he could
manipulate the dark side of the Force to save others from dying. Eventually Darth Plagueis became so
powerful that the only thing he feared was losing his power. Then, as is the way of the Sith, he was
murdered by his apprentice, Darth Sidious. So went the tale told by Chancellor Palpatine--Darth Sidious
himself--to Anakin Skywalker, and since that moment inStar Wars: Revenge of the Sith, fans have clamored
to know the true story of Darth Plagueis and Darth Sidious. This stand-alone novel is a dark and moving tale
of two Sith and their quest for ultimate power over life and death....
Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace Patricia C Wrede 2014-05-04 A long time ago in a galaxy far, far
away... A world is threatened. A young queen must save her people. A dark evil rises again. A young jedi is
discovered. The journey begins.
Darth Plagueis 2015
Star Wars James Luceno 2006 Darth Vader, the evil emperor's powerful enforcer, sets out to eliminate all
resistance to the Empire, a mission that reveals his true strength and role as the Emperor's iron fist.
Lockdown: Star Wars Legends (Maul) Joe Schreiber 2015-01-27 Darth Maul is dispatched on a secret
mission to infiltrate a criminal prison empire where he must compete in gladiatorial death matches while
carrying out his masters' clandestine commands.
Rule of Two: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane) Drew Karpyshyn 2011-06-28 In this essential Star Wars
Legends novel, the second in the Darth Bane trilogy, the fearsome Sith lord takes on a deadly new
apprentice. Darth Bane’s twisted genius made him a natural leader among the Sith–until his radical
embrace of an all-but-forgotten wisdom drove him to destroy his own order . . . and create it anew from the
ashes. As the last surviving Sith, Darth Bane promulgated a harsh new directive: the Rule of Two. Two
there should be; no more, no less. One to embody the power, the other to crave it. Now Darth Bane is ready
to put his policy into action and thinks he has found the key element that will make his triumph complete: a
student to train in the ways of the dark side. Though she is young, Zannah possesses an instinctive link to
the dark side that rivals his own. With his guidance, she will become essential in his quest to destroy the
Jedi and dominate the galaxy.
Star Wars: The Wrath of Darth Maul Ryder Windham 2014-05-04 Forged by rage. Taken as a child and
trained in the ways of the Sith, he became the apprentice to the greatest evil the galaxy has ever known...
Honed by the dark side. After years of plotting in secrecy, he and his Master will take revenge on the Jedi
Order--and the once-mighty Republic will tremble... The savage story of Darth Maul has been shrouded in
mystery--until now.
Dynasty of Evil: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane) Drew Karpyshyn 2011-06-28 The future of the dark side
hangs in the balance in the stunning conclusion to the Darth Bane series. Twenty years have passed since
the Sith and their endless rivalries were eradicated and replaced with the Rule of Two. Darth Bane now
reigns alongside his young acolyte, Zannah, who must study and train in the dark side of the Force until the
time comes to strike down her master and claim the mantle for herself. But Bane’s brutal new regime has
one potential fatal flaw—how will their legacy continue if an apprentice fails to raise their blade in combat?
The only solution must be for the Dark Lord of the Sith to rediscover a long-forgotten secret of the
order—the key to immortality. Bane’s doubt spurs his young apprentice into action, and Zannah vows to
destroy her master at any cost. After he mysteriously vanishes, she tracks him across the galaxy to a
desolate desert outpost, where the fate of the dark side will be forged by a final fight to the death.
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